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KPMG View –Tax perspective
Dear Valued Clients,
The 2022/23 Budget was presented today after yet another year of unprecedented and unforeseeable
events. The Minister read his third budget under the current 5 year mandate.
There were much speculation that taxes would be increased to make up for all the incentives and
assistance given in the last couple of years including Wage Assistance Scheme crucial to keep the
economy in general afloat and to give the hospitality sector a chance of survival. We were relieved that
the Minister did not succumb to the pressure of raising taxes.
Various increases in reliefs for individual tax come as a positive surprise. A lower new tax rate for
individuals certainly catches attention but two consecutive years of no increase in Income Exemption
Threshold does not go unnoticed either.
Citizens will continue to benefit the 5% refund under the Home Ownership Scheme and the Home Loan
Payment Scheme, encouraging families to still embark on the construction of their home despite the rise
in prices of construction materials.
The Minister has made an attempt to address the Global Minimum Tax, a topic addressed in all
international tax discussions worldwide. Introduction of a local “top-up tax” regime demonstrates that
Mauritius is eager to comply with international standards and, at the same time, assures that tax
revenues from resident companies forming part of multi-national groups remain in the country.
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KPMG View –Tax perspective
Following the gradual narrowing of the gap between global and domestic businesses, the Government
takes a further step in converging these 2 regimes. We hope that key players in the industry will be
consulted when this is implemented, ensuring that Mauritius remains a competitive international financial
center.
The launch of a regional RMB clearing centre by the Bank of Mauritius together with the Bank of China
will facilitate trade and investment with Africa and China through Mauritius.
There have been no increases in business taxes. Surprisingly, no mention has even been made for profit
making companies to pay covid levy for a further year despite forecasts that the economy is improving. To
further encourage businesses, income tax holidays have been extended to newly set up freeport
operators or developers. Tax Amnesty Schemes providing full waiver of penalties and interest where
taxpayers register under the scheme by 31 December 2022 provide another window of opportunity for
companies to be compliant. Every little help is appreciated at these times such as measures introduced to
further ease the setting up of business, like no set up costs and reduced lead time in opening of business
bank accounts.
Determined to make Mauritius even more attractive to the world, the Minister has announced that holders
of the Global Headquarter Administration Licence will be eligible for work and residence permits for their
key executives and their dependents. With more employers adopting Work from Anywhere policy, an
attempt is being made to reassure these employers that they will not be fiscally caught in Mauritius if their
employees are working remotely from here.
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KPMG View –Tax perspective
Indeed, clarity has been brought that foreign employers are exempted from corporate tax and
Contribution Sociale Generalisee in respect of duties performed by their employees in Mauritius.
Furthermore, Residence Permit holders being able to acquire residential properties outside existing
schemes will attract and retain more talent in Mauritius.
Bringing in sustainable prosperity is not possible without bringing in sustainable ways of doing business to
the economy. Further “green” incentives have been brought in with no duties on hybrid and electric
vehicles and the introduction of a negative excise duty scheme. Over 75% of our food is imported and
this was heavily felt during the pandemic when there were transportation restrictions both in terms of
quantity of food and the prices. We certainly cannot afford taking risks of food shortages. The Minister
has extended tax incentive to planters engaged in sustainable agricultural practices. What a better way
to be sustainable than paving the way to be self-sufficient in food.
We were expecting new tax regimes for trusts and foundations so as to remain competitive, and
regulations on VAT on digital services but note that these have been left out this year again.
We hope you find this alert informative. For a more detailed analysis of the budget you may wish to attend
our budget webinar.
KPMG
07 June 2022
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Key tax and regulatory changes
BEPS 2.0
Local top up tax
•

•

Under the local “top-up tax”
regime, entities based in
Mauritius and which form part of
a group impacted by the Global
Minimum Tax will be required to
pay incremental taxes in
Mauritius so that their Effective
Tax Rate is 15% in Mauritius.

•

•

Local top-up tax will apply to
MNE groups with global annual
revenues of at least €750 million

Taxation of Digital Economy
•

TASS Extension

Regulations will be extended to
cover internationally agreed
policies to address the tax
challenges arising from
digitalisation of the economy

•

Re-introduction of the scheme to
allow for full waiver of penalties
and interest provided that the tax
arrears, under Income Tax Act,
the VAT Act and Gambling
Regulatory Authority Act, are
paid by 31 March 2023 and
provided that the taxpayer
registers by 31 December 2022
Settlement of any debt amount
due to Registrar-General on or
before 31 March 2023 will also
be covered under this scheme
but it will only apply to tax arrears
as at 31 May 2022
Taxpayers having assessments
pending before the ARC the
Supreme Court or Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council
may take advantage of the TASS
by withdrawing the case before
these institutions
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Electric vehicles
•
•

Duty free on hybrid and electric
vehicles as from 1 July 2022.
0.5% interest on loan up to MUR
3 million from DBM for taxis and
van operators over a period of 7
years for the purchase of electric
vehicles.

Tax incentives
•

Work and Resident Permit Global Headquarters
Administration license

Introduction of a new Personal
Tax Rate
•

Individual earning above
MUR700,000 and not exceeding
MUR975,000 will now be taxed
at the rate of 12.5%

8-year income tax holiday to
newly set up freeport operator or
developer making an investment
of at least MUR50 million and
complies with OECD substance
requirements

•

Holders of Global Headquarters
Administration license will be
provided work and residence
permits for 5 executives and the
latter’s dependents
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Key tax and regulatory changes
Premium Visa
•

Foreign employer of the holder of a
Premium Visa, will not, in respect
of the employee, be subject to
corporate tax and social
contributions in Mauritius

Convergence of Domestic and
global business regime
•

Resident Permit Holders –
Residential Property
•

Acquisition of residential property
of a minimum of USD350,000 will
be permitted by Residence Permits
holders outside the existing
schemes, provided that 10%
contribution is made to the
Solidarity Fund

Government will adapt its
legislative framework to converge
the domestic and the global
business regime

Renminbi Clearing Centre and
‘Rupay’
•

Launching of a regional Renminbi
Clearing Centre by the Bank of
Mauritius together with Bank of
China

•

Issuance of ‘RuPay’ cards and
Indian QR Code in Mauritius by the
Bank of Mauritius together with
National Payments Corporation of
India.
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Other tax and regulatory changes
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Other tax and regulatory changes
Tax incentives
•

•

•

Increase of additional deduction
from 10% to 25% to large
manufacturer (annual turnover
exceeds MUR100 million), on
the amount incurred to purchase
locally manufactured products
from a small enterprise
8-year tax holiday to innovative
agricultural practices under the
Integrated Modern Agricultural
Morcellement Scheme and
planters registered with EDB
Accelerated annual allowance on
expenditure on green technology
equipment to Property
Developers to develop areas
close to metro stations under the
Transit Oriented Scheme.

Tax Deduction at Source(TDS)
•
•

Increase in rate of TDS on:
Services provided by
professionals, from 3% to 5%
Rent paid to resident, from 5% to
7.5%
Introduction of 3% TDS on
Consultancy fees, Security and
Cleaning Services, Pest
Management Services, and
payment of fees by insurance
companies to motor surveyors
and mechanics for repairs of
motor vehicles of policy holders
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Environmental, Social and
Corporate Governance (ESG)
•
•
•

Carbon Credit trading framework
to be prepared
ESG framework to be developed
Sustainable bond to be issued

Solidarity Levy - PAYE
•

Pensioners or Directors may opt
to deduct PAYE for solidarity
levy at the rate of 10%

Petrol or Travelling allowance

Income Exemption Threshold

•

•

Maximum allowable deduction
increased from MUR11,500 to
MUR20,000 for employees using
their private car for performance
of duties

No increase in Income
Exemption threshold for income
year 2022-2023
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Other tax and regulatory changes
Deduction - Tertiary Education
•

Increase in the maximum
exemption threshold to
MUR500,000 for both
undergraduate and postgraduate
courses

Relief – Medical Insurance
•

VAT Refund
•

•

Refund will be applicable to
residential building, house or
apartment covering area not
exceeding 1,800 square feet
Decrease in minimum number of
participants from 100 to 50 for
eligibility to VAT refund under
Meetings, Incentives,
Conferences and Exhibitions
(MICE) scheme

Increase of MUR5,000 in the
maximum allowable deduction
for medical insurance premiums
for self and dependents as
detailed in Appendix 1

Donation - Charitable
Institution
•

E-Invoicing
•

Phase-wise implementation to
allow online recording,
authentication and monitoring of
invoices
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Maximum allowable deduction
for donations made to an
approved charitable institution
and religious body has been
increased to MUR50,000

Personal Pension Schemes
•

Appeal to ARC
•

Where objection against MRA’s
decision is lapsed due to failure
to submit requested information,
these information will henceforth
not allowed to be submitted upon
appeal to ARC

Maximum allowable deduction
for contributions made to a
personal pension scheme for self
has been increased to
MUR50,000

Waiver of Penalties- SME
•

Penalties remaining outstanding
as at 25 March 2022 with respect
to late submission of income tax
returns and late payment of
income taxes during the years
2020 and 2021 will be waived
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Other tax and regulatory changes
Power to request for
information- Foundation and
Trusts
•

Information can be requested by
the MRA for raising
assessments, collection of tax or
for compliance with any request
for exchange of information
under a Double Taxation
Avoidance Agreement

Enforcement of Income Tax
and VAT compliance
•

•
•

•

Electronic publication of names
of companies which have not
filed their income tax returns on
the MRA website
MRA empowered to register noncompliant persons for VAT
purposes
List of VAT-registered persons
will be published on MRA
website and updated on quarterly
basis
MRA to publish, with prior
notification, name and address of
taxable person and his directors
in case of failure to submit VAT
return
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International arrangements
•

International arrangements
henceforth possible for
alternative dispute resolution for
resolving cross border tax
disputes and implementing
internationally agreed standards
to prevent base erosion and
profit shifting

Expediting cases at
Alternative Tax Dispute
Resolution (ATDR) Panel
•

Tax cases above MUR5 Million
will henceforth be eligible to
appeal at ATDR Panel
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Other tax and regulatory changes
Transfer of Shares by a Noncitizen
•

Requirement to present a
certified copy of the certificate
under the Non-Citizens (Property
Restriction) Act, not solely upon
acquisition of shares, but also
upon disposal of those shares in
a partnership, societe or a
company

Digital Signatures under
Registration Duty Act
•

Acceptance of a deed for
registration whereby a secure
digital signature has been affixed
in conformity with the Electronic
Transactions Act

Expediting cases at ARC
•

Seven amendments are being
proposed:
̶ One mediation meeting may
be scheduled to resolve some
or all of the issues of a tax
appeal case;
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̶ ARC panel may constitute two
persons instead of three
persons depending on the
nature of the tax appeal case;
̶ ARC decision may be given
orally on the same day where
the issues relate to:
— Failure to file a tax return
or produce documents;
— Failure to pay the 10% due
on objection or 5% due on
appeal;
— Late submission of
statement of case; or
̶ Point of law taken prior the
start of a hearing.
̶ Replacement of up to two
members, other than the
Chairperson or ViceChairperson, where they will
proceed with the hearing of a
case without having to start
anew;

̶ Upon request, the ARC will be
able to conduct a hearing
through videoconferencing;
̶ Decision based on the
submission of statement of
case may be given depending
on the nature of a tax appeal
case; and
̶ 21 days will be given to both
the applicant and respondent
to submit their respective
statements of case after the
case has been called for
proforma.
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Key tax and regulatory analysis

Other tax and regulatory changes
Registration duty-Agricultural
land
•

•

Exemption from Registration
Duty under the Integrated
Modern Agricultural
Morcellement Scheme on a plot
of land exceeding 2 arpents.
Exemption from Land
Conversion Tax where a
maximum of 15% of that land is
converted into residential or
commercial use.

Registration duty – Transit
Oriented Scheme
•

Exemption from registration duty
on lease or acquisition of land for
property developer under the
Transit Oriented Scheme to
encourage creation of vibrant,
walkable, and mixed use areas
within a radius of 100 metres of
metro stations
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Land Transfer Tax – Share
buy back
•

The law will be amended so that
registration duty and land
transfer tax apply on share buyback in a company which hold
immovable property in Mauritius.

Unused land acquired under
Premium Investor Certificate
•

Registration duty and other
taxes exemption benefited on
land under the Premium
Investor Certificate will have to
be repaid back if the land is not
used.
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Other tax and regulatory changes
Home Ownership Scheme
(HOS) & Home Loan Payment
Scheme (HLPS)
•

•

Refund of 5% under HOS and
HLPS being extended to 30 June
2023.

Non-citizen - Residential
Premises
•

Registration Duty

The Non-Citizens (Property
Restriction) Act will be amended
to mitigate the risk that a noncitizen becomes owner of
residential premises for which he
is not entitled through acquisition
of shares in a company.

Each spouse married under the
regime “corps et bien” will now
benefit from the exemption of
registration duty for first time
buyers.

Resident Permit
•

Residential property acquired by
more than one non-citizen under
‘fractional ownership’ will be
eligible to apply for the status of
residency provided that the
investment by each non-citizen
exceeds USD375,000
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Family Office
•

Current requirement for high-net
worth individuals and families will
be reviewed to a minimum
portfolio of USD 5 million per
management family office

Excise Duty
•

Negative excise duty scheme of
10% for the purchase of electric
vehicles by individuals up to a
maximum of MUR 200,000.
• Rebate scheme which is as
follows will be extended up to 30
June 2023:
i)
40% rebate on the excise duty
payable on the purchase of the
motor car up to 1,000 cc; and
ii) 30% rebate on the excise duty
payable on the purchase of
motor car above 1,000 cc,
double/single space cabin
vehicle, van and an electric
vehicle.
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Appendices
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Appendix 1: Tax Rate Card
This Tax Card is based on current tax legislation as updated by the proposals set out a per the Budget 2022/2023 and is subject to Finance
Act.

Income Exemption Threshold
Income year
Category A
Category B
Category C
Category D
Category E

1 July 2022
1 July 2021
to 30 June 2023 to 30 June 2022
MUR
MUR
325,000
325,000
435,000
435,000
515,000
515,000
600,000
600,000
680,000
680,000

Tax Band Rate

1 July 2022 1 July 2021
to 30 June to 30 June
2022
2023
Tax Rates
An individual having an annual
Period Ended

net income:

• Not exceeding MUR650,000
[Note 1]
• Between MUR700,000 and
MUR975,000
• Exceeding MUR975,000 [Note 2]

10%
12.5%
15%

10%
15%

A. An individual with no dependent
B. An individual with one dependent only
C. An individual with two dependents only
D. An individual with three dependents only
E. An individual with four or more dependents
Notes
A retired/disabled person is entitled to an additional
income tax exemption of MUR50,000.
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1. An individual deriving a basic salary including compensation not
exceeding MUR50,000 in his first month, will benefit from a tax
credit of 5% of his chargeable income, provided that his annual
net income does not exceed MUR700,000 and hence be taxed at
10%
2. Where leviable income exceeds MUR3 Million, solidarity levy will
apply.
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Appendix 1: Tax Rate Card (cont.)
This Tax Card is based on current tax legislation as updated by the proposals set out as per the Budget 2022/2023 and is subject to Finance
Act.

Solidarity Levy

1 July 2022
to 30 June 2023

Income year

Chargeable income plus local dividends in
excess of MUR3 Million

1 July 2021
to 30 June 2022

25% on leviable
income exceeding
MUR3 Million (capped at 10% of net income including local
dividend)
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Appendix 1: Tax Rate Card (cont.)
This Tax Card is based on current tax legislation as updated by the proposals set out as per the Budget 2022/2023 and is subject to Finance
Act.

Exemptions/Deductions/Reliefs - Personal

Exemptions/Deductions/Reliefs – Personal

Income year

Income year

1 July 2021
1 July 2022
to 30 June
to 30 June
2022
2023
Relief for Medical insurance premium or contribution
An individual and his first
dependent

Each other dependent

MUR25,000

MUR20,000

MUR20,000

MUR15,000

Additional Exemption on
Contribution to personal
pension scheme
Donations made to an
approved charitable
NGO or religious
bodies

MUR50,000

MUR30,000

MUR50,000

MUR30,000
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Tuition fee exemption
(per dependent child)
[Note 3]

1 July 2022
1 July 2021
to 30 June 2023 to 30 June 2022
MUR500,000

Lump sum received as
commutation of pension
MUR2.5 Million
and retiring allowance
[Note 4]

MUR225,000

MUR2.5 Million

Note

3. An individual is entitled to a deduction of MUR500,000, irrespective of
the place of study and total income of the household and now it covers
both undergraduate and postgraduate courses
4. The exemption threshold on lump sum has remained same as last
year. The lump sum relates to severance allowance, pension or retiring
allowance
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Appendix 2: Income Tax Computation
Calculations based on the following
assumptions

Hypothetical Tax Calculation
Period covered
Salary
Petrol or Travelling Allowance
Total Income
Less Exempt Income (See Note 1)
Total Net Income
Less Deductions
IET (category C) (See Note 2)
Relief for medical insurance contribution
(See Note 3)
Relief for the wages paid during a year to household
employees (see Note 4)
Exemptions for donations and pension scheme
Chargeable income
Tax at 12.5% and 15% respectively
CSG
Total tax and contributions payable
Decrease in tax and contributions payable
Effective tax rate

12 months to
30.06.23
MUR
975,000
180,000
1,155,000
(180,000)
975,000

12 months to
30.06.22

MUR
975,000
180,000
1,155,000
(138,000)
1,017,000

1. Actual petrol or travelling allowance
paid or 25% of the monthly basic salary
up to a maximum of MUR20,000
(MUR11,500 in 2022), whichever is
lesser, provided that the employee
makes use of a private car registered in
his own name for attending duty and for
the performance of the duties of his
office or employment
2. Individual married with two dependents,
claiming exemption for only the two
dependent children

(515,000)
(45,000)

(515,000)
(40,000)

(30,000)

(30,000)

(100,000)

(60,000)

3. Claiming relief for medical insurance
contribution for the two dependents
(MUR25,000 for self and first dependent
and MUR20,000 for the second
dependent)

285,000
35,625
29,250
64,875
(20,175)
7%

372,000
55,800
29,250
85,050

4. Wages of MUR50,000 paid during the
year to household employees (relief
available up to MUR30,000, provided
compliance with social security
contributions)
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8%

5. Maximum exemption is MUR50,000 for
donations and pension scheme each
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The above information has been extracted from the budget speech delivered by Dr the Honourable Renganaden Padayachy, Minister of Finance,
Economic Planning and Development, to the National Assembly, on 07 June 2022.
The Budget proposals may be amended significantly before enactment. The content of this summary is intended to provide a general guide to the
subject matter and should not be regarded as a basis for ascertaining liability to tax or determining investment strategy in specific circumstances.
In such cases specialist advice should be taken.
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